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ABSTRACT
With the development of location based social networks, promoting

newly opened points of interest is crucial in modern commercial

applications. Prior works are mainly based on formulating it into

a location-aware in�uence maximization (IM) problem, where K
initial seed individuals (top K ) are selected in hope of maximizing

the number of in�uenced users. However, li�le a�ention has bee

given to the issue of location promotion on group level, which can

potentially enhance the performance of location promotion.

We are thus motivated to present a �rst look into group-level

location-aware IM in this paper. Aiming to select top K groups in-

stead ofK individual users, we propose GLP, a new and novel frame-

work of group-level location promotion based on geo-communities.

With the phenomenon that users belonging to the same geo-commu-

nity share similar movements, GLP carries out user grouping through

an iterative learning approach and then renders each group a com-

mon mobility pa�ern based on information extraction from massive

checkins records. �e advantage of GLP is three-folded: i) by aggre-

gating movements of group members, GLP signi�cantly avoids the

sparsity and sporadicity of individual checkins, and thus obtains

more reliable moving probability of reaching the promoted loca-

tion; ii) by generalizing a new group-level graph considering both

social ties and moving probability of intra-group members, GLP can

exponentially reduce the computational complexity of top K group

selection that is algorithmically executed by a greedy algorithm; iii)

in comparison with prior individual-level cases, GLP is theoretically

demonstrated to drastically increase expected number of in�uenced

users under the same given budgets. All our theoretical �ndings are

then empirically validated through real datasets, which exhibits the

superiority of GLP in terms of 10 times larger in�uence spreading

and 100 times faster node selection.

1 INTRODUCTION
In viral marketing, location promotion which utilizes online

social networks is a newly �ourishing topic in both academia and

industry. �ere are various applications of location promotion in

our daily life, such as promoting newly opened restaurants and

entertainment venues via Location Based Social Networks (LBSNs)

As the development of LBSNs platforms (e.g., Twi�er, Gowalla and

Wechat), users are able to make check-in records at some Points Of

Interest (POIs) and share the records with their friends. Since users

are more willing to accept advertisements propagated on social

media platforms by their friends, a large number of users would

be in�uenced through the word-of-mouth e�ect in LBSNs[1–4].

�us location promotion can be modeled as a kind of In�uence

Maximization (IM) problem in LBSNs, whose goal is to select K
most in�uential initial seed users to maximize the number of �nally

in�uenced users, i.e., top K seeds selection [4–7].

Di�erent from traditional IM problem, the moving probability

of users to the promoted location is required to be concerned for

the design of location promotion. For each POI, its potential stable

customers are users belonging to nearby geo-communities, e.g.,

students of a nearby university. Hence, there are two main issues in

designing location promotion. (1) Obtaining the moving probability

of users. In [1, 2, 8, 9], the authors proposed to compute moving

probability based on users’ individual mobility models. However,

due both to the sparsity and sporadicity of individual checkins

data [10, 11], it is rather di�cult to determine the reliable moving

probability of individuals. (2) Designing e�ective algorithms for

location promotion (a location-aware IM problem which is NP-hard

[2, 4, 8, 12]), which considers both online in�uence among users

in LBSNs and their o�ine moving probability. Existing researches

designed greedy [1, 2, 12] algorithms to select top K seed users.

However, they are unscalable to large scale network because of

the exponential computational complexity incurred in location

promotion. Furthermore, even though the selection of top K users

can be completed through e�cient heuristics [8], a�racting the

selected K users to visit the promoted location and make checkins

there is still a challenging task.

To fundamentally improve the performance of location promo-

tion, we propose to design location promotion on group level
instead of targeting on individuals. Our insight is that users be-

longing to a same geo-community tend to share similar mobility

[11, 13]and can be formed as a group in LBSNs. By elevating loca-

tion promotion from individual level to group level, its performance

can be signi�cantly improved from the following three aspects:

(1) �e moving probability on group level is far more reli-
able. In reality, users are unlikely to make checkins at every visited

location, and they prefer to make checkins where they meet a sur-

prise, which results in the sparsity and sporadicity of individual

checkins data. On group level, members of a same geo-community

share signi�cant regular movements. By aggregating movements

of users sharing similar mobility, we can deal with the sparsity and

sporadicity of individual checkins and generalize group-level mo-

bility models, which can reliably determine the moving probability.

(2) Computational complexity on group level can be largely
reduced. For e�ectively promoting POIs, most inhabitants of a city

required to be considered in the design, which means to resolve

the IM problem over a graph (network) consisting of millions of

nodes. On group-level, a�er grouping users by similar mobility, we

can transfer social graph from individual level to group level, in

which each node represents a group of users. In very large-scale

networks with n individuals, the number of groups can be scaled

asm = log(n) [6]. �us the computational complexity of resolving

IM problem on group level is largely reduced.

(3) Group-level promotion can signi�cantly increase the
in�uence spreading. On individual level, building personal loy-

alty and making the selected K users become seed users in LBSNs

may be extremely expensive, e.g., advertising via local celebrities.

On group level, users belonging to a geo-community have a few



well visited locations. For location promotion, selecting optimal lo-

cations for initial propagation is superior to selecting optimal users,

e.g., buying advertising time of a nearby cinema, all the audience

are potential seed users. Hence, much more seed users can be con-

vinced through initial propagation under the same budget, which

will gain the bene�ts compared with individual-level promotion.

AMotivated Example: Taking the audience of a nearby cinema

as a group. �e cost for cinema advertising in North America is

roughly $30 per screen per week [14]. Assume a screen plays 5

movies per day and each movie has 200 audience, there would be

7000 potential seed users. And the audience of a nearby cinema

may also have high moving probability to the promoted POI. �us

the initial propagation can in�uence much more seed users when

targeting on groups .

Despite the advantages for location promotion on group-level,

its design is still full of challenges. (1) Mining geo-communities.

Geo-communities cannot be directly obtained form LBSNs, we shall

need to group users sharing similar mobility and extract common

mobility models from massive sparse individual checkins data. (2)

Generalizing group-level location promotion model. Designing

such a model requires acquisition of reliable moving probability and

consideration of both intra and inter-group in�uences of each group,

and the state of any group cannot be simply tagged as in�uenced or

unin�uenced. ?�us, how to measure in�uential capacity of a group

in this model needs in-depth study. (3) E�ectively selecting top K
seed groups. Similar to conventional location-aware IM problem,

top K seeds selection on group-level is still NP-hard. It is nontrivial

to design an approximation algorithm for location promotion in

the new model.

We propose GLP, a novel framework for designing location pro-

motion on group-level. To acquire reliable moving probability and

well visited locations of group members, we �st design an iterative

approach to mine geo-communities from massive checkins data.

We adopt distance-based location distribution in training mobility

models which rely on the Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). �en

we use the Bayesian classi�er to group users based on posterior

probability of their checkins sequence under the HMMs. Obtaining

the mobility model and membership of each group, we generalize

group-level location promotion model by transferring social graph

from individual level to group level. In which, each node represents

a group of users sharing similar mobility and the weight of edges

depends on aggregating in�uence of group members on others in

location promotion. We show that the location-aware IM is still

an NP-hard problem under this new model. �erefore, a greedy

algorithm (GLP) is designed to iteratively select the top K seed

groups whose computational complexity has been largely reduced

on the group-level graph. And we prove that it nearly achieves an

approximation ratio of (1 − 1

e ) under polynomial computational

complexity. �e superiority of GLP to existing methods is also

shown both analytically and empirically.

Our principle contributions are summarized as follows.

1. We formally introduce a novel framework, GLP, for group-

level location promotion (a location-aware IM problem). To

the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst study that designs

location-aware IM problem on group level.

2. We innovatively propose to select well visited locations of

seed groups as the place for conducting initial propagation,

which leads to a larger number of in�uenced seed users. And

we theoretically prove that GLP can drastically improve the

performance of location promotion under the same budget.

3. We empirically evaluate GLP on three real LBSNs (Brightkite,

Gowalla and Twi�er) datasets, where GLP is demonstrated

to increase �nal in�uence up to 10 times, along with a node

selection that is 100 times faster than that on individual level .

�e reminder of this paper is organized as follows. We review

related studies in Section 2. �e problem is formulated in Section 3.

In Section 4, we introduce the iterative learning approach for mining

geo-communities and computing group-level moving probability.

In Section 5, we investigate the design for group-level location

promotion. We evaluate our framework on real-life LBSNs data in

Section 6 and conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 RELATEDWORK
(1) Location-aware in�uence maximization. In general, lo-

cation promotion can be formulated as a location-aware IM problem

that has been widely studied in recent years. In [1], each user is

supposed to stay at a �xed location. Given a speci�c area R, the

authors design to select top K initial users in order to maximize the

in�uence spread to users stay in R. However, for location promo-

tion, it is di�cult to determining appropriate target area around the

promoted location. In addition, this model neglects users’ mobility

while users can be driven to move both by spatial and social factors.

In [2], the authors propose a distance-based location distribution

and validate its e�ectiveness in describing users’ moving probabil-

ity by experimental results. �e major shortcoming of this model

is that it does not consider the social edges among users, while

users are more easily to be in�uenced by their closer friends. In

[3] and [4], the authors adopt distance-based location distribution

to describe moving probability and simultaneously consider social

relationship among users. [3] calculates in�uence of each user on

their social neighbors and simply chooses K users with highest

direct in�uence, while [4] adopts bound based pruning strategies

and achieves β (1 − 1

e ) approximation ratio.

(2) Group/community based in�uencemaximization. Com-

munity, as a prevalent social network structure, refers to a group

of users formed with similar social properties (e.g., students of a

same university). E�ekhar. et al [6]and Lu. et al [3] propose to

select top K groups/communities to maximize the in�uence spread

in online social networks without considering nodes’ locations. [6]

also proves that resolving IM problem on group-level graph can

achieve be�er performance and higher speed compared with that

on individual level. Xiao. et al [15] and Fan. et al [16] �nd that

members of a same group frequently visit common locations and

the groups may be tagged by locations, i.e., geo-community. And

they focus on designing the routing algorithms for transmi�ers to

fast spread information among groups.

We note that all the existing works about location promotion fo-

cus on individual level, which has three shortcomings as illustrated

in Section 1. Besides, existing group-based IM models based on

prede�ned groups in online social networks and neglect the o�ine

moving probability, which results in that they cannot be applied

for location promotion directly. In this paper, we conduct the �rst

study for taking advantages of groups in LBSNs to fundamentally

improve the performance of location promotion.



3 PROBLEM FORMULATION
Location promotion can be formulated as a location-aware IM

problem, and we resolve it on the group-level. Specially, we model

the LBSNs as group-level directed graphs Gдroup , in which each

node represents a group of users with similar mobility. �e weight

of edges in the graph depends on the aggregation of individual

in�uence of each group member.

In location promotion, the individual in�uence of userui on user

uj is divided into two stages: (1) ui online convinces uj through the

checkins records in LBSNs; (2) uj o�ine moves to the promoted

location L . To jointly consider the two stages, we adopt the Inde-

pendent Cascade (IC) model [4, 6, 8], which is widely adopted in

existing works to model in�uence among users in LBSNs. �us the

in�uence of ui on uj in location promotion can be de�ned as:

De�nition 3.1. �e in�uence of user ui on user uj in location

promotion can be formalized as:

Ii j = wi jP
L
j ,

where wi j is the weight of the directed edge from ui to uj , and PLj
is the moving probability that uj moves to location L.

In group-level location promotion, we denote the in�uence of

groupдi on groupдj by I (дi ,дj ), which means the expected percent

of group дj ’s members been in�uenced by group дi . To compute

I (дi ,дj ), we need to consider the social ties among their members

and their o�ine moving probability simultaneously. �e percent of

group дi ’s in�uenced members is denoted as ϕ0

i . �e in�uence of a

group on the whole network is equal to the sum of its in�uence on

all groups.

De�nition 3.2. �e in�uence of group дi on the whole network

in group-level location promotion can be formulated as:

M (дi ) = ϕ
0

i Nдi +
∑

дj ∈G\дi

I (дi ,дj )Nдj ,

where G is the set of all the groups in the whole network and

Nд (д ∈ G) is the number of members in each group.

Under the in�uence models given in De�nitions 3.1 and 3.2,

the objective of group-level location promotion is to select K seed

groups to maximize the number of users moving to the promoted

location . In next section, we will �rst illustrate how to group users

and determine group-level moving probability.

4 GROUP-LEVEL MOVING PROBABILITY
As moving probability is of great importance for location pro-

motion, we propose to learn group-level moving probability from

massive checkins data in this section. To be speci�c, we �rst design

to learn group-level mobility models and mine geo-communities

from massive checkins data (Section 4.1) and then utilize the learnt

mobility models and group membership to compute group-level

moving probability (Section 4.2).

4.1 Learning Mobility Model
In daily activities, users may be driven to move both by social

and spatial factors [13, 17] and thus we model group-level mobility

as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)[10, 18]. �ere are multiple la-

tent states in the HMMs, e.g., students studying on campus (state

s1) sometimes go shopping on a commercial street (state s2). Each

state has a spatially probability distribution to generate checkins

locations. [10] assumes checkins are generated from a bivariate

Gaussian, while it is di�cult to approximate integrating area around

the promoted location for computing moving probability. [9, 19]

�nd the probability of moving from one location to another is pro-

portional to negative power of the distance between them, i.e.,

p ∝ ∆l−α . [9] further proves that the distance-based Pareto distri-

bution can e�ectively model moving probability:

p (∆l ) =
τ

(∆l + ε )τ+1
(ε ≥ 1,τ > 0), (1)

and thus we adopt it as the generating distribution of each state.

De�nition 4.1. (Group-level mobility model.) �e group-level

mobility model is formulated as HMMs with H latent states. A

H -dimensional vector π de�nes the steady state distribution of the

H states and a H ×H matrix A de�nes the transition probabilities

among them. Given a user in state sh , her checkin location l is

generated based on p (l |sh ) =
τ

( | |l−l̃h | |2+ε )τ+1

, where l̃h is the core

location of state sh .

Figure 1: Framework of Group-level mobility model

Now we introduce how to learn group-level mobility models

and mine geo-communities form massive checkins data. A geo-

community is formed as a group in LBSNs. We use G to denote

the set of user groups G =
{
д1,д2, . . . ,дM

}
, each group дi has

a HMM based mobility model with H latent states, i.e., Si ={
si,1, si,2, . . . , si,H

}
. According to De�nition 4.1, each HMM has

a shaping parameter τ that represents the moving preference of

group members ,and each state respectively has a core location l̃h ,

e.g., a shopping mall in the commercial street. Hence, the param-

eter space for a HMM isΘ = {π ,A, l̃ ,τ }. LetU = {u1,u2, . . . ,uV }
denotes the set of users. N consecutive checkins locations of a

user constitute a trajectory, i.e., lr = {lr,1, lr,2, . . . , lr,N } with the

corresponding latent states being Sr = {sr,1, sr,2, . . . , sr,N }. And

Tu denotes user u’s trajectories set. �e framework of group-level

mobility models is shown in Figure.1.

Taking the trajectories as input, we design to iteratively train

the parameters in HMMs and group users based on posterior prob-

ability of their trajectories. Speci�cally, in every training loop,

we �rst train the HMM for each group based on the Expectation-

Maximization (EM) algorithm, then we adopt the Bayesian classi�er

to re�ne membership vectors which are the probability of each user

u belonging to any group, i.e., p (дi |u) under re�ned parametersΘi .

Notably, the initial parametersΘ of each HMM and initial member-

ship vectors in every training loop are set to those learnt from last

loop to make sure the learning process �nally converge.

EM Algorithm:During the HMM training of group д based on

EM algorithm, the objective in the (t +1)-th iteration is to maximize



the log likelihood under parameters learnt in the t-th iteration, i.e.,

Q (Θ |Θt ).

Lemma 4.2. In the (t + 1)-th iteration, the objective function is

Q (Θ |Θt ) =
R∑
r=1

∑
Sr

wr P (Sr |lr ,Θ
t ) · lnp (sr,1) (2)

+

R∑
r=1

∑
Sr

N∑
n=2

wr P (Sr |lr ,Θ
t ) · lnp (sr,n |sr,n−1) (3)

+

R∑
r=1

∑
Sr

N∑
n=1

H∑
h=1

wr P (Sr |lr ,Θ
t )δ (sr,n ,h) · lnp (lr,n |sr,n ),

(4)

wherewr is the mixture coe�cient of lr depends on the probability
of the user of lr belonging to group д (

∑R
r=1

wr = 1), R is the total
number of trajectories, and δ (sr,n ,h) = 1 holds only when sr,n = h.

Proof. For the r -th trajectory, the expected value of log like-

lihood is Qr (Θ |Θ
t ) = ESr |lr ,Θt LL(Θ |Sr , lr ). Since LL(Θ |Sr , lr ) =

ln P (Sr , lr |Θ), we have

Qr (Θ |Θ
t ) =

∑
Sr

P (Sr |lr ,Θ
t ) ln P (Sr , lr |Θ). (5)

In training HMM for group д, di�erent trajectories have di�erent

weights because the users of them have di�erent probabilities be-

longing to group д. Hence, the mixture likelihood is expressed

as

Q (Θ |Θt ) =
R∑
i=1

∑
Sr

wr P (Sr |lr ,Θ
t ) ln P (Sr , lr |Θ). (6)

Since P (Sr , lr |Θ) represents the joint distribution of a hidden Markov

process, we have

P (sr , lr |Θ) = P (lr,1, sr,1, lr,2, sr,2, . . . , lr,N , sr,N )

= p (sr,1)p (lr,1 |sr,1)
N∏
n=2

p (sr,n |sr,n−1)p (lr,n |sr,n ). (7)

Taking Eqn. (7) into Eqn. (6), we obtain the objective function

Qr (Θ |Θ
t ). �erefore we complete the proof for Lemma 4.2. �

E-step: To solve the objective function, the E-step is to com-

pute P (Sr |lr ,Θ
t ), which is the distribution of latent states in r -th

trajectory under parameters Θ
t

learnt in last iteration. To this

end, we �rst use Baum-Welch algorithm to compute two distri-

butions, i.e., α (sr,n ) = P (lr,1, lr,2, . . . , lr,n , sr,n |Θ
t ) is the proba-

bility distribution of the n-th state with the observing sequence

{lr,1, lr,2, . . . , lr,n }; and can be calculated by the forward algorithm.

Specially,

α (sr,n = k ) = P (lr,1, lr,2, . . . , lr,n , sr,n = k |Θ
t )

= p (lr,n |sr,n = k )
K∑
i=1

α (sr,n−1 = i )p (sr,n = k |sr,n−1 = i ),

where the initial value isα (sr,1 = k ) = πkp (lr,1 |sr,1 = k ); β (sr,n ) =
P (lr,n+1, lr,n+2, . . . , lr,N |sr,n ,Θ

t ) is the probability of the observ-

able sequence {lr,n+1, lr,n+2, . . . , lr,N } conditioned on the n-th

state. and can be calculated using the backward algorithm. Hence,

we have

β (sr,n = k ) = P (lr,n+1, lr,n+2, . . . , lr,N |sr,n = k,Θ
t )

=

K∑
i=1

β (sr,n+1 = i )p (lr,n+1 |sr,n+1 = i )p (sr,n+1 = i |sr,n = k ),

where the initial value is β (sr,N = k ) = 1. Based on α (sr,n ) and

β (sr,n ), we compute the following two variables of the r -th trajec-

tory: (1)γ (sr,n ) = p (sr,n |lr ,Θ
t ): the probability distribution of the

n-th latent state; (2)ξ (sr,n−1, sr,n ) = p (sr,n−1, sr,n |lr ,Θ
t ): the joint

distribution of two consecutive latent states p (sr,n−1, sr,n |lr ,Θ
t ).

�ese two distributions are give by

γ (sr,n = k ) =
α (sr,n = k )β (sr,n = k )∑K
i=1

α (sr,n = i )β (sr,n = i )
,

ξ (sr,n−1 = i, sr,n = j )

=
α (sr,n−1 = i )p (lr,n |sr,n = j )ai jβ (sr,n = j )∑K

i=1

∑k
j=1

α (sr,n−1 = i )p (lr,n |sr,n = j )ai jβ (sr,n = j )
.

In M-step, the parametersΘ
t+1

are re�ned withγ (sr,n ) and ξ (sr,n−1, sr,n ).

Lemma 4.3. M-step: In the M-step, the updating rule for parame-
ters in the t + 1-th iterationΘt+1 is given by

π t+1

h =

R∑
r=1

wrγ (sr,1 = h), (8)

at+1

i j =

∑R
r=1

∑N
n=2

wr ξ (sr,n−1 = i, sr,n = j )∑R
r=1

∑N−1

n=1
wrγ (sr,n = i )

, (9)

l̃ t+1

h =

∑R
r=1

∑N
n=1

wrγ (sr,n = h)lr,n∑R
r=1

∑N
n=1

wrγ (sr,n = h)
, (10)

τ t+1 =

∑R
r=1

∑N
n=1

∑K
k=1

wrγ (sr,n = h)∑R
r=1

∑N
n=1

∑H
h=1

wrγ (sr,n = h) ln( | |lr,n − l̃h | |2 + ε )
.

(11)

Proof. 1) From Eqn. (2), the updating object for πk is to maxi-

mize

Q (π ) =
R∑
r=1

∑
Sr

K∑
k=1

wr P (sr |lr ,Θ
t )δ (sr,1,k ) lnp (sr,1)

=

R∑
r=1

K∑
k=1

wrγ (sr,1 = k ) lnπk ,

with the constraining condition

∑K
k=1

πk = 1, we obtain the updat-

ing rule in Eqn. (8) based on the Lagrange multiplier algorithm.

2) From Eqn. (3), the updating object for ai j is to maximize

Q (ai j ) =
R∑
r=1

N∑
n=2

K∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

wr P (sr |lr ,Θ
t )δ (sr,n−1, i )δ (sr,n , j ) lnai j

=

R∑
r=1

N∑
n=2

K∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

wr ξ (sr,n−1 = i, sr,n = j ) lnai j .

With the constraining condition

∑K
j=1

ai j = 1, we obtain the up-

dating rule in Eqn. (9) based on the Lagrange multiplier algorithm.

3) When the user of Sr is in state k , the probability that she is



at location lr,n equals f (lr,n |sr,n = k ) = τ
( | |lr ,n−l̃k | |2+ε )τ+1

. �us

from Eqn.(4), the updating object for l̃k is to maximize

Q ( l̃k ) = −
R∑
r=1

N∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

wrγ (sr,n = k ) ln | |lr,n − l̃k | |2,

and we obtain the updating rule in Eqn.(10).

4) From Eqn.(4), the updating objective for τ is to maximize

Q (τ ) =
R∑
r=1

N∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

wrγ (sr,n = k )
{
lnτ − τ ln( | |lr,n − l̃ | |2 + ε )

}
,

and and we obtain the updating rule in Eqn.(11). �us we �nish

the proof for Lemma 4.3. �

Bayesian Classi�er: In every loop, we suppose the EM algo-

rithm for training each HMM continues to T + 1-th iteration. A�er

obtaining the re�ned parameters in T + 1-th iteration Θ
T+1

, we

adopt the Bayesian classi�er to compute the probability that users

belong to each group p (дi |u,Θ
T+1

i ). Based on the Bayesian theory,

we have

p (u |дi ;Θ
T+1

i ) =

|Tu |∏
r=1

p (lur |дi ,Θ
T+1

i ),

where p (lur |дi ,Θ
T+1

i ) =
∑H
h=1

α (sr,N = h |дi ,Θ
T+1

i ), and the prob-

ability that u belongs to дi is p (дi )p (u |дi ;Θ
T+1

i )/p (u). Here, p (дi )
is the prior probability of group дi , which is computed based on

p (дi |u) in previous loop, i.e., p (дi ) =
∑
u ∈U plast (дi |u)/|U |. �us

the probability of a user belonging to group дi can be updated as

p (дi |u) =
p (дi )p (u |дi ;Θ

T+1

i )∑ |G |
i=1

p (дi )p (u |дi ,Θ
T+1

i )
.

�en, we update thewr of each trajectory for each group and enter

next loop until p (дi |u) (дi ∈ G,u ∈ U ) converges or the learning

process reaches preset loop times. A�er ending the learning process,

we obtain the mobility model for each group, which are the HMMs

parameterized byΘ = {π ,A, l̃ ,τ }. And users are grouped by their

membership vectors p (дi |u) (дi ∈ G).

4.2 Computing Moving Probability
From the learnt group-level mobility models, we extract the state

matrix for each group,

gsi =
[
πi,1 πi,2 . . . πi,H
l̃i,1 l̃i,2 . . . l̃i,H

]
, 1 ≤ i ≤ |G|.

�e state matrix represents steady-state distribution of group mem-

bers and the corresponding core location of each state.

For stable membership of each group, we optimize the probability

that a useru belongs to each groupдi , setp (дi |u) = 0, ifp (дi |u) ≤ σ
otherwise we de�ne u ∈ дi . And the group members set of дi is

дi = {u |p (дi |u) > σ ,u ∈ U}.

We then normalize the membership a�er �ltering aspu,i =
p (дi |u )∑

дi ∈G p (дi |u )
to make the sum of probability that u belongs to each group equals

1. And the membership vector of group дi is given by

gmi = {pu,i }, u ∈ U .

Table 1: �e summary of Notations

Notation Meaning

Pдi Moving probability of users in group дi
Bi j in�uence of group дi on group дj
ρi closeness of groupдi

wmn in�uence of user m on user n
qi initial in�uenced fraction of seed groups

ϕ0

i �nal in�uenced fraction of seed groups

Sk the selected seed groups set a�er k th iteration

I (дi , дj ) �nal in�uenced fraction of дj a�er in�uenced by group дi

I (д |Sk , v )
marginal in�uence of group д on group v under selected

seed set Sk

M (дi |Sk )
marginal in�uence of group дi on whole network under

selected seed set Sk

�e number of members in each group is Nдi =
∑
u ∈U pu,i . Based

on these parameters of each group, we can determine the moving

probability of their members.

Theorem 4.4. (Group-level moving probability.) �e moving prob-
ability of members in group дi to the promoted location L can be
formulated as

Pдi =
H∑
h=1

πi,hP (L|si,h ),

where P (L|si,h ) is the moving probability of users in state si,h .

Proof. Under distance-based mobility model, the probability of

users starting from state si,h to the promoted location L, i.e., pLi,h
can be estimated based on the distance between L and the core

location li,h , i.e., | |L − li,h | |2. Notably, if a user starting from state

si,h tends to move a larger distance than | |L − li,h | |2, there is a

higher chance that the user moves to location L. �us the moving

probability pLi,h can be calculated as follows:

pLi,k =

∫ ∞

| |L−li,h | |2

τ

(x + ε )τ+1
dx =

1

( | |L − li,h | |2 + ε )
τ .

Given a user stay in state si,h , she may start from state si,h or �rst

transit to other nearer states and then start from that state. �us

the moving probability of users in state si,k can be given by

P (L|si,h ) = max{pLi,h ,ah,1p
L
i,1, . . . ,ah,h−1

pLi,h−1
,

ah,h+1
pLi,h+1

, . . . ,ah,Hp
L
i,H }

Obtaining the state matrix gsi and the moving probability of each

state P (L|si,h ), the group-level moving probability can be estimated

as the mathematical expectation: Pдi =
∑H
h=1

πi,hP (L|si,h ). �

5 GROUP-LEVEL LOCATION PROMOTION
�e goal of group-level location promotion is to select K groups

that can maximize the number of in�uenced users, which is equiv-

alent to the problem described in Lemma 5.1.

Lemma 5.1. Finding a set of K seed groups Sk $ G that has the
maximum in�uence on the whole network, i.e.,

∑
v ∈G I (Sk ,v )Nv

among all the subsets of G with size K which is an NP-hard problem.

Proof. We use Gдroup = (G,B) to denote the group-level, and

the problem proposed in Lemma 5.1 can be concluded as a set cover
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Figure 2: Framework of GLP

problem in measure theory. Let a universal U with a size of A =∑
u ∈U Au denote all users in U , in which Au identical elements

represent a same user u, i.e., Au : ∀pu,i > 0(дi ∈ G),Aupu,i ∈ N
+

.

And let a collection C of subsets C1,C2, . . . ,CM denote the groups

in G, the set cover problem is to �nd a cover A ⊆ C of K elements

that their union is equal to U . We further construct a bipartite

graph G that contains A =
∑
u ∈U Au nodes representing elements

in U and M nodes representing subsets in C. In graph G, a node i
representing a group respectively has a directed edge with weight

1 to the Aupu,i nodes representing user u. �en the set cover

problem is equivalent to �nding K nodes in G that can in�uence

�nallyK +A nodes. In the bipartite graphG , the moving probability

Pдi of all nodes equals 1 and closeness ρi equals 0. Since the set

cover problem is NP-hard , the problem proposed in Lemma 5.1 is

NP-hard. �us, we �nish the proof for Lemma 5.1. �

For e�ectively resolving the NP-hard problem, we will provide

the analysis for top K groups selection in GLP in this section. Sec-

tion 5.1 gives de�nitions for the graph structure in GLP. Section 5.2

illustrates the computation for the initial in�uence and marginal

in�uence in selecting seed groups. �en, we present the top K seed

groups selection algorithm (GLP) and analyze its approximation

ratio in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, we theoretically prove that GLP

can largely improve the in�uence spread under the same budget

comparing with that on individual level. �e framework of GLP is

shown in Figure. 2

5.1 Graph Structure in GLP
GLP is designed over a group-level social graph, in which each

node represents a group of users. Di�erent from that in individual

graph, the state of a node in in�uence di�usion cannot be simply

de�ned as in�uenced or unin�uenced. We shall de�ne the state of

a node as the percent of its in�uenced members and the in�uence

among nodes is also measured as percents. In location promo-

tion, members of a group are both in�uenced by their group mates

(intra-group in�uence) and members of other groups (inter-group

in�uence). Specially, the intra-group in�uence depends on the

closeness of дi .

De�nition 5.2. �e closeness of group дi can be expressed as

ρi =

∑
m,n∈дi wmnpm,ipn,i

Nдi
,

where pm,i is the probability that userm belongs to group дi , Nдi
is the number of members in дi . wmn , i.e.,the individual in�uence

of userm on user n is formulated as

wmn =
|adj (m) ∩ adj (n) |

|adj (n) |
.

Here adj (m) is the set of friends of userm in LBSNs.

In addition, the inter-group in�uence depends on the weight

of edges among groups, which is the aggregating in�uence of a

group’s members on other groups’.

Lemma 5.3. �e weight of the edge from group дi to group дj in
group-level location promotion is

Bi j =
B{дi − дj ,дj − дi } + B{дi ∩ дj }

Nдj
,

where B{дi −дj ,дj −дi } =
∑
m∈дi−дj ,n∈дj−дi wmnpm,ipn, jPдj , and

B{дi ∩ дj } =
∑
m∈дi∩дj pm,ipm, j .

Proof. We consider the following two cases:

(1) m ∈ дi − дj ,n ∈ дj − дi : If user m in�uence user n suc-

cessfully, the condition is: m belonging to дi makes a checkin

record at L and the record successfully convinces n through LBSNs,

then n belonging to дj moves to location L a�er been convinced.

Hence, we obtain the aggregate in�uence B{дi − дj ,дj − дi } =∑
m∈дi−дj ,n∈дj−дi wmnpm,ipn, jPдj .

(2) m ∈ дi ∩ дj : In case that user m belonging to group дi and дj
simultaneously, i.e., pm,ipm, j , since the in�uence weight of each

user to herself equals 1, the aggregating in�uence is the number of

members in both groups, i.e., B{дi ∩ дj } =
∑
m∈дi∩дj pm,ipm, j .

�e aggregate in�uence of group дi on group дj is equal to

B{дi − дj ,дj − дi } + B{дi ∩ дj }. Since the in�uence among nodes

is measured by percents of in�uenced members, the weight of the

edge Bi j =
B{дi−дj ,дj−дi }+B{дi∩дj }

Nдj
. �

In summary, we can the social graph from individual level, i.e.,

G = (V ,E) to the group level in GLP, i.e., Gдroup = (G,B). �e

nodes in Gдroup have four key a�ributes: state matrix gs , member-

ship vector gm , moving probability Pд and closeness ρ. �e weight

of edges is given by Lemma 5.3. In following context of the section,

we will show how to design the top K group selection algorithm

over Gдroup .

5.2 In�uence Computation
In this subsection, we will show how to measure the groups’

in�uential capacity over theGдroup , which is the in�uence of them

on the whole network. �e goal of group-level location promotion

is to select top K seed groups overGдroup . �e selecting algorithm

contains K iterations, and one seed group is selected in each iter-

ation. During the selection of the �rst seed group, the objective

is to maximize its in�uence on the whole network. For selecting

the remaining K − 1 seed groups, the objective is to maximize the

corresponding marginal in�uence under the having selected seed

groups.

5.2.1 Selecting the first seed group. For a selected seed group,

we �rst consider the di�usion among group mates a�er the initial

propagation. Due to the budget constraints, we assume that only

one steady state is chosen for conducting initial propagation to a

seed group. If group дi is chosen as a seed group, the core location



l̃∗i,h = argmax πi,h · P (L |̃li,h ) is chosen as the initial propagation

location. �en the initial in�uenced fraction of дi can be given by

qi = π
∗
i,hP (L |̃l

∗
i,h )p,

where p is the probability that initial propagation can convince

a user. �e fraction qi of group members move to the promoted

location L and make checkins records there. �en these records

spread through LBSNs and activate the intra-group propagation,

which leads to an expected fraction of qiρiPдi additional in�uenced

members. �e newly in�uenced members will further incur an

additional fraction of qi (ρiPдi )
2

members in дi . Accordingly, we

obtain the �nal in�uenced fraction of the seed group дi through

intra-group propagation:

ϕ0

i =

∞∑
n=0

qi (ρiPдi )
n =

qi
1 − ρiPдi

. (12)

Now, we consider the in�uence of the �rst seed group on the other

groups. Since the �rst seed group дi has a fraction of ϕ0

i in�uenced

members, the aggregating in�uence of this fraction of members on

group дj is ϕ0

i Bi j . �e fraction of ϕ0

i Bi j is the initial in�uenced

fraction of group дj , and such in�uenced members will activate

intra-group propagation as well. According to Eqn. (12), the in�u-

ence of groupдj on group дi can be given by

I (дi ,дj ) =
ϕ0

i Bi j

1 − ρ jPдj
. (13)

In GLP, the in�uence of the �rst seed group on the whole network is

the sum of its own in�uenced members, i.e.,ϕ0

i Nдi and the in�uence

it has on all the other groups, i.e.,

∑
дj ∈G\дi I (дi ,дj )Nдj . Hence, if

group дi is selected as the �rst seed group, its in�uence on the

whole network is

M (дi ) = ϕ
0

i Nдi +
∑

дj ∈G\дi

I (дi ,дj )Nдj . (14)

�e idea of �nding the �rst seed group is to select the group with

the maximum in�uence on the whole network, consequently, the

�rst seed group is: s1 = argmaxдi ∈GM (дi ).

5.2.2 Selecting the remaining K − 1 seed groups. A�er �nding

the �rst seed group, the idea of �nding the remaining K − 1 groups

is to iteratively select the seed group with the maximum marginal

in�uence.

In the (k + 1)th iteration, there have been k seed groups in the

seed set, i.e., Sk = {s1, s2, . . . , sk }. For one of the groups s in Sk , its

in�uence on itself is I (s, s ) = ϕ0

s , and the in�uence it has on one of

the other groups v is I (s,v ) =
ϕ0

s Bsv
1−ρv Pv . To compute the in�uence

of the seed set Sk on any group in G, we need to consider the

intersections of seed groups’ in�uence on a same group. �us the

in�uence of seed set Sk on one of the groups in G is given by

I (Sk ,v ) =
k∑
i=1

(−1)i−1

∑
n1, ...,ni :

1≤n1< · · ·<ni≤i

i∏
m=1

I (snm ,v ) (15)

= 1 −
∏
s ∈Sk

(1 − I (s,v )). (16)

Taking the 3rd iteration of Eqn. (16) as an example, we have

I (S2,v ) = I (s1,v ) + I (s2,v ) − I (s1,v )I (s2,v ).

Algorithm 1: GLP
Input: group set G, group state gsi , transition probability Ai ,

group membership gmi , individual graph: G = (V ,E);
Output: S: K seed groups set

1 // O�ine-Precomputing
2 for each дi in G do
3 Compute Pдi (�eorem 4.4) and ρi (De�nition 5.2) for дi ;

4 end
5 for each group couple (дi ,дj ) in G do
6 Compute Bi j for group couple (дi ,дj ) (Lemma 5.3);

7 end
8 // Online-Searching
9 Initialize seed set S = Φ;

10 for k : 1 to K do
11 for each v ∈ G do
12 I (S,v ) = 1 −

∏
s ∈S (1 − I (s,v ));

13 end
14 for each д ∈ G\S do
15 M (д |S) = 0;

16 for each v ∈ G do
17 I (S ∪ д,v ) = 1 −

∏
s ∈S∪д (1 − I (s,v ));

18 I (д |S,v ) = I (S ∪ д,v ) − I (S,v );
19 M (д |S) =M (д |S) + I (д |S,v )Nv ;

20 end
21 end
22 sk = argmaxд∈G\SM (д |S);

23 S = S ∪ sk ;

24 end
25 return seed set S.

If group дi is selected as the seed group in the (k + 1)th iteration,

its marginal in�uence on any groupv is I (дi |Sk ,v ) = I (Sk∪дi ,v )−
I (Sk ,v ). �e initial propagation itself can bring a fraction of ϕ0

i
in�uenced members. Since there are a fraction of I (Sk ,дi ) members

that have been in�uenced by Sk , its marginal in�uence on itself

can be expressed as:

ϕ0 (дi |Sk ) = ϕ
0

i − ϕ
0

i · I (Sk ,дi ). (17)

Now, we consider its marginal in�uence on other groups. Assuming

дi is added to the seed set, the in�uence of the new seed set Sk ∪дi
on one of the groups in G is given by

I (Sk ∪ дi ,v ) = 1 −
∏

s ∈Sk∪дi

(1 − I (s,v )). (18)

�us the marginal in�uence of дi on any other group in G is equal

to I (дi |Sk ,v ) = I (Sk ∪ дi ,v ) − I (Sk ,v ). Similar to Eqn.(14) the

marginal in�uence of дi on the whole network can be given by

M (дi |Sk ) = ϕ
0 (дi |Sk )Nдi +

∑
дj ∈G\дi

I (дi |Sk ,дj )Nдj .

�e idea of �nding the (k + 1)th seed group is to select the group

with maximum marginal in�uence on the whole network under

seed set Sk , consequently, the (k + 1)th seed group is: sk+1
=

argmaxдi ∈G\SkM (дi |Sk ).



5.3 Algorithm of Seed Group Selection
A greedy algorithm GLP is thus proposed to approximatively

select the top K groups as shown in Algorithm 1. It selects one seed

group at each iteration, and the selecting idea is to maximize the

marginal in�uence on the whole network. �e input parameters

for GLP is the learnt groups set G, state matrix for each group

gsi , transition probability matrix Ai and membership vector for

each group gmi . In o�ine phase, GLP computes another two key

a�ributes for each group, i.e.,Pдi and ρi , and the weight of edges

among groups, i.e., Bi j . In online phase, GLP selects K seed

groups through K iterations. In k + 1th iteration, the selecting rule

is sk+1
= argmaxдi ∈G\SkM (дi |Sk ). And the output of GLP is the

seed groups set with a size of K .

In GLP, we only consider the direct in�uence (single hop) of

seed groups on the whole network as discussed in Section 5.2.

�e reason behind is that the unin�uenced fraction of each group

dynamically and randomly changes in the propagation process,

which hinders us to accurately determine the in�uence of seed

groups if multi-hop propagation is considered. Next, we analyze

the performance of GLP.

Lemma 5.4. In GLP model, the in�uence function, i.e.,M (S) =∑
v ∈G I (S,v )Nv is monotone and submodular.

Proof. In the proof for Lemma 5.4, we use In as the abbreviation

of I (sn ,v ).
Monotone: Without loss of generality, for A = {s1, s2, s3} and B =
{s1, s2}, A ⊆ B, we have:

I (A,v ) − I (B,v ) = I3 − I2I3 − I1I3 + I1I2I3

= I3 (1 − I1) (1 − I2) > 0.

Hence, the the in�uence function, i.e., I (S,v ) is monotone.

Submodular: Without loss of generality, for A = {s1, s2, s3}, B =
{s1, s2}, C = {s1, s3} and D = {s1}, D ⊆ B, we have:

(I (C,v ) − I (D,v )) − (I (A,v ) − I (B,v ))

=(I3 − I1I3) − (I3 − I1I3 − I2I3 + I1I2I3)

=I3 (I2 − I1I2) > 0.

Hence, the the in�uence function, i.e., I (S,v ) is submodular.

SinceM (S) =
∑
v ∈G I (S,v )Nv , in�uence functionM (S) is also

monotone and submodular. �

Theorem 5.5. GLPachieves an approximation ratio not less than(
1 − Θ

(
1

∆lτ log
2 n−1

))
(1 − 1

e ) for the optimal seed groups set SoptK .

Proof. We �rst prove the approximation ratio of in�uence com-

putation. Without loss of generality, we take the �rst seed, i.e.,

S1 = {дi } as an example. Based on Eqn.(13), the direct in�uence

of дi on other groups is I (дi ,дj ) =
ϕ0

i Bi j
1−ρ jPдj

,дj ∈ G\дi .�en the

newly in�uenced members in these groups will a�empt to in�u-

ence inactive members in дi through the second hop. �e marginal

in�uence of such groups on дi through the second hop is given by

I (дj |дi , дi ) =
I (дi , дj ) (1 − ϕ0

i )Bji

1 − ρiPдi
.

We setZ = G\дi , based on Eqn.(15), we have

I (Z|дi ,дi ) =

|G |−1∑
h=1

(−1)h−1

∑
n1, ...,nh:

1≤n1< · · ·<nh≤h

h∏
m=1

I (znm |дi ,дi )

≤
∑
дj ∈Z

I (дj |дi ,дi )

≤ ( |G| − 1)I (v |дi ,дi ),

where I (v |дi ,дi ) = maxдj ∈Z I (дj |дi ,дi ). Since the direct in�uence

on дi equals ϕ0

i , we have

I (Z|дi ,дi )

ϕ0

i
≤

( |G| − 1)I (v |дi ,дi )

ϕ0

i

=
( |G| − 1) (1 − ϕ0

i )

(1 − ρvPv ) (1 − ρiPдi )
· *
,
BivBvi −

B2{дi ∩ дj }

NдiNv
+
-
. (19)

Since |G| ≤ Θ(logn) (n is the number of individual users and

|G| = Θ(logn) only occurs in very large networks) [6], and we

use B′iv as the abbreviation of B{дi − v,v − дi } and B′′iv as the

abbreviation of B{дi ∩v}, then Eqn.(19) becomes

Eqn.(19) = Θ(logn) ·
B′ivB

′
vi + B

′′
iv (B

′
iv + B

′
vi )

NдiNv

=

Θ(logn)
{
Θ( n

log
3 n∆lτ

)2 + Θ( n
log

2 n
)Θ( n

log
3 n∆lτ

)
}

Θ( n2

log
2 n

)

=Θ

(
1

∆lτ log
2 n

)
.

For the in�uence on дi through next |G| − 2 hops, since the inactive

fraction of group дi is less than (1 − ϕ0

i ), the upper bound of the

in�uence of group дi on itself can be expressed as

I (дi ,дi ) < ϕ
0

i + ϕ
0

i · Θ((∆l
τ

log
2 n)−1 + · · · + (∆lτ log

2 n)−( |G |−1) )

= ϕ0

i + ϕ
0

i · Θ
*
,

(∆lτ log
2 n)−1 (1 − (∆lτ log

2 n)−( |G |−1) )

1 − (∆lτ log
2 n)−1

+
-

< ϕ0

i + ϕ
0

i · Θ

(
1

∆lτ log
2 n − 1

)
.

�us the upper bound of I (дi ,дi ) is

IU (дi ,дi ) = ϕ
0

i + ϕ
0

i · Θ

(
1

∆lτ log
2 n − 1

)
.

As

IU (дi ,дi )−ϕ0

i
ϕ0

i
= Θ

(
1

∆lτ log
2 n−1

)
� 1, the in�uence through the

next |G| − 1 hops is much smaller than direct in�uence. �erefore,

the direct in�uence of seed groups is an tight lower bound of their

in�uence through multi-hop with an approximating ratio more

than

(
1 − Θ

(
1

∆lτ log
2 n−1

))
. Based on Lemma 5.1 and 5.4, we draw

the conclusion that GLPachieves an approximation ratio of no less

than

(
1 − Θ

(
1

∆lτ log
2 n−1

))
(1 − 1

e ) for the optimal set S
opt
K . �

Next we analyze the complexity of GLP.

Lemma 5.6. (Complexity of GLP.)�e computational complexity
for GLP is O ( |E | + |G| + K2 ( |G| + |G|2)).



Proof. In the o�ine precomputing phase, the social group on

individual level G = (V ,E) is transferred to that on group level

Gдroup = (G,B). Since the number of groups is |G|, the process

for calculating moving probability Pi of each group takes O ( |G|).
From De�nition 5.2 and Lemma 5.3, we can see that closeness ρi
and weights Bi j of all groups both correlate with the weight of

edges among individual users wuv . �us ρi and Bi j of all groups

can be calculated simultaneously by traversing all edges in E. And

this process cost O ( |E |).
In the online searching phase, the K seed groups are selected

through K iterations. In the k + 1-th iteration, the selecting idea

is to maximize the marginal in�uence under the selected groups

set Sk . We �rst compute the in�uence of Sk on each group (line

13) and this process consists of |G| rounds. Since |Sk | = k in the

k + 1-th iteration, the polynomial in line 13 cost O (
K (K−1)

2
). �en

we compute the marginal in�uence of each group in G\S on the

whole network, and this process takes O ( |G|2
K (K+1)

2
). �us the

computation complexity for online phase is O (K2 ( |G| + |G|2)).
�erefore, the computation complexity for GLP is O ( |E |+ |G|+

K2 ( |G| + |G|2)). �

5.4 Bene�ts Gaining on Group-level
As illustrated in Sections 4 and 5.3, there are two major advan-

tages of GLP: (1) reliable moving probability; (2) reasonable com-

putation complexity. In this subsection, we demonstrate the third

advantage of GLP: bene�ts gaining, meaning that given the same

budget, location promotion on group level can in�uence signi�-

cantly more users than that on individual level. Particularly, �eo-

rem 5.8 provides a theoretical interperation of bene�ts gaining..

Lemma 5.7. �e bene�ts gaining of group дi can be expressed as

Fi =
π ∗i,hNдi pbi

Bi , where Bi is the budget for initial propagation on
group-level and bi is the budget for convincing an individual user.

Proof. As described in section 5.2, the core location l̃∗i,h =

argmax πi,h · P (L |̃li,h ) is chosen as the initial propagation location

for each seed group дi with the corresponding budget being Bi .
�e budget Bi depends largely on the initial advertising methods,

i.e., the cost for purchasing the advertising time of a cinema or

the rent for billboards in a campus. �rough initial propagation,

the expected number of in�uenced users in each group is equal

to π∗i,hNдi Pдip, where πi,h is the steady-state probability of the

chosen state, Nдi and Pдi is the size and moving probability of the

group and p is the probability that initial propagation can convince

a user. On individual level, let us assume the budget for convincing

an individual user is bi . If budget Bi for group дi is used to convince

users directly, the expected number of in�uenced users can be given

by
Bi
bi
Pдi . �us we obtain the bene�ts gaining for group дi , i.e.,

Fi =
π ∗i,hNдi pbi

Bi . �

Based on the bene�ts gaining of single group, we now consider

the gaining of K seed groups’ in�uence on the whole network.

Theorem 5.8. In GLP, the bene�ts gaining of in�uence on the

whole network scales as Θ
(

1−(1−I )K

1−(1− I
F )

K

)
, where I approximates the

in�uence among groups and F approximates the bene�ts gaining of
each seed group.

Proof. Based on Eqn. (15), the in�uence of k seed groups on

groupv is I (SK ,v ) =
∑K
i=1

(−1)i−1
∑

n1, ...,ni :
1≤n1< · · ·<ni≤i

∏i
m=1

I (snm ,v ).

If the same amount of budget are spent for convincing individuals

directly, according to Lemma 5.7 and Eqn.(15), their in�uence on

group v can be expressed as

I (Sindv ,v ) =
K∑
i=1

(−1)i−1

∑
n1, ...,ni :

1≤n1< · · ·<ni≤i

i∏
m=1

1

Fnm
I (snm ,v ).

�en the bene�ts gaining on group level is given by

I (SK ,v )

I (Sindv ,v )
=

∑K
i=1

(−1)i−1
∑

n1, ...,ni :
1≤n1< · · ·<ni≤i

∏i
m=1

I (snm ,v )∑K
i=1

(−1)i−1
∑

n1, ...,ni :
1≤n1< · · ·<ni≤i

∏i
m=1

1

Fnm I (snm ,v )

= Θ *.
,

∑K
i=1

(−1)i−1

(K
i

)
I i∑K

i=1
(−1)i−1

(K
i

)
I i
F i

+/
-

= Θ *
,

1 − (1 − I )K

1 − (1 − I
F )

K
+
-
. (20)

Since M (SK ) =
∑
v ∈G I (SK ,v )Nv , and M (Sindv ) =∑

v ∈G I (Sindv ,v )Nv , we have
M (SK )

M (Sindv )
= Θ

(
1−(1−I )K

1−(1− I
F )

K

)
.

(1)
I
F = Θ(1): 1 − (1 − I )K = Θ(1) and 1 − (1 − I

F )
K = Θ(1), then

Eqn.(20)=Θ(1);

(2)
I
F < Θ(1),K · IF ≥ Θ(1): Since 1− exp(−KIF ) < 1− (1− I

F )
K <

1 − exp(− 2KI
F ) and

KI
F ≥ Θ(1), thus 1 − (1 − I

F )
K = Θ(1) and

1 − (1 − I )K = Θ(1), then Eqn.(20)=Θ(1);

(3)
I
F < Θ(1),K · IF < Θ(1): Since x− x 2

2
< 1−exp(−x ) < x (x > 0),

thus
KI
F −

( KIF )2

2
< 1 − exp(−KIF ) < KI

F , and 1 − (1 − I
F )

K =

Θ(KIF ).

(a) I ≤ Θ(1),KI ≥ Θ(1): 1−(1−I )K = Θ(1), then Eqn.(20)=Θ( F
KI );

(b) I < Θ(1),KI < Θ(1): 1−(1−I )K = Θ(KI ), then Eqn.(20)=Θ(F ).

Based on the above analysis, we come to this conclusion: for the

promotion mission in tough scenarios, where the cost for convinc-

ing an individual user is great and the overall moving probability

is rather small, GLP can largely improve the in�uence of location

promotion under the same budget. While in easy scenarios, where

the promoted location is popular and the users have tight social

ties, GLP can also improve the in�uence as long as Fi > 1. �

6 EXPERIMENTS
In this Section, we present the experimental results of a compre-

hensive performance study of GLP. All the algorithms and simu-

lations were implemented in Python, and experiments were con-

ducted on a computer running Windows 10 with 10 cores 1.9 GHz

(AMD A10-7300 Radeon R6) and 8 GB memory .

6.1 Experimental Datasets and Settings
6.1.1 Datasets. We evaluated GLP on three real location-based

social networks, Brightkite, Gowalla and Twi�er. �e datasets of

Brightkite and Gowalla are download from an open dataset website
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Figure 3: Steady-state population distribution of three LBSNs
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Figure 4: E�ectiveness study on Brightkite
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Figure 5: E�ectiveness study on Gowalla
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Figure 6: E�ectiveness study on Twitter+Co-author

SNAP
1
, and the dataset of Twi�er are crawled from twi�er.com.

Since the dataset of Twi�er lacks completed social ties, we select

13150 nodes from an academic co-authorship network [20] and map

their social ties to the nodes in Twi�er. �e academic co-authorship

network, which is exacted from Microso� Academic Graph in Data

Mining �eld, consists of researchers publishing papers in 102 com-

puter science conferences or journals [20]. To measure the weight

of edges among researchers, we de�ne wuv =
Ncoauthor (u,v )

Npaper (v ) ,

where Ncoauthor (u,v ) denotes the number of papers co-authored

1
h�ps://snap.stanford.edu/data/index.html

by u and v and Npaper (v ) denotes the number of all the papers

published by v . �e statistics of the datasets are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Statistics of Datasets
Datasets Brightkite Gowalla Twi�er Co-author

# of Nodes 58228 196591 13150 71195

# of Edges 214078 950327 / 10083090

# of Checkins 4,491,143 6,442,890 39450 /

6.1.2 Se�ings. We �rst implement the iterative approach in Sec-

tion 4.1 to group users and learn group-level mobility models. Users

in three LBSNs (Brightkite, Gowalla and Twi�er+Co-author) are all

https://snap.stanford.edu/data/index.html


grouped into 100 groups and each group has a HMM based mobility

model. �e mobility model for each group has a state matrix gsi
with 4 steady-states and 4 corresponding core locations, a 4×4 tran-

siting probability matrix, and a parameter τ in Pareto distribution.

We de�ne Nдi πi,k as the steady number of users at each core loca-

tion and the steady-state population distributions of three LBSNs

are shown in Figure 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) . For Brightkite, we select

the users whose daily activity area near San Francisco (location:

(37.8◦N , 122.4◦W ), population: 90 thousands). For Gowalla and

Twi�er+Co-author, we select San Jose ( location:(37.3◦N , 121.8◦W ),

population: 95 thousands) and Los Angeles ( location: (34.1◦N ,

118.3◦W ), population: 3.9 millions) respectively. �e selected users

can be treated as samples of residents in the three cities, and we

accordingly enlarge the size of each group to make the total number

of users equal the three urban populations. A�er obtaining mobility

models and user groups, we then evaluate the performance of loca-

tion promotion. We set the K groups as the output of algorithms.

To evaluate the in�uential capacity of selected groups, our method

is simulating the di�usion process round by round. In each round,

the newly in�uenced members a�empt to in�uence members in

other groups and their group mates who are unin�uenced. �e

evaluating metric for e�ectiveness is the number of �nal in�uenced

users in the whole network, and for e�ciency, which is the running

time of algorithms.

6.2 Performance Evaluation of GLP
6.2.1 E�ectiveness study. From the steady-state population dis-

tributions shown in Figure 3, we select three locations with dis-

tinctly di�erent population density for each LBSN as the promoted

locations in our experiments as shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6. �e

selected promoted locations are:

(a) Brightkite: (38.289
◦N , 122.602

◦W ), (38.234
◦N , 122.576

◦W )

and (38.053
◦N , 122.048

◦W );

(b) Gowalla: (38.038
◦N , 122.379

◦W ), (37.732
◦N , 122.149

◦W )

and (37.604
◦N , 122.048

◦W );

(c) Twi�er+co-author: (34.065
◦N , 118.328

◦W ), (34.061
◦N ,

118.319
◦W ) and (34.056

◦N , 118.331
◦W ).

We compare GLP with the location promotion on individual level

and two baseline algorithms, Largest and Nearest. �e idea of

Largest is to select K groups having most members and that of

Nearest is to select K groups whose daily activity areas are most

close to the promoted location (highest Pдi ). For each selected seed

group, the initial in�uenced fraction is set to qi = π
∗
i,hP (L |̃l

∗
i,h )p

as described in Section 5.2, and p = 0.1. For initial propagation

on individual-level, we assume the same budget for each group

are used to convince individual users directly. To evaluate location

promotion asK varies from 5 to 50, we �x the initial seed individuals

in each group as one tenth of that on group level.

Figures 4, 5 and 6 plot the in�uence spread over three LBSNs with

k = 5, 10, 25, 50, respectively. As we can see, designing location

promotion on group-level can signi�cantly improve the e�ective-

ness compared with that on individual level as expected. Selecting

optimal locations for initial propagation can achieve much more

initial in�uenced users, which contributes to the improvements of

in�uence spread. �e increase ofK , representing the increase of the

initial propagation budget, can raise the �nal in�uence spread for all
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Figure 10: E�ciency

nine scenes. From Figures 2, 3 and 4, we �nd that improvements of

in�uence spread are more signi�cant when K is smaller, due to the

submodularity of in�uence function. �e in�uence spread curves

of GLP, Largest and Individual-level all grow stably with increasing

K , while the curves for Nearest have much more �uctuations. �e

reason behind is that some nearby groups may have small size and

low in�uential capacity, only when K = 25, 50, the seeds set of

Nearest may contain a few in�uential large groups. �is insight

demonstrates that only selecting several nearby locations for ini-

tial propagation may not achieve good performance especially for

the POIs not in bustling regions. Comparing with Largest, GLP

is 50% larger in in�uence spread, this superiority arises from the

consideration of both social ties and co-in�uences among groups

in selection.

�en we evaluate the in�uence of the cost for conducting initial

propagation. Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the in�uence spread over

Gowalla with
Bi
bi

=100, 50, 25, 10, 5, 1, respectively. As expected, GLP

can signi�cantly improve the performance of location promotion

especially in tough scenarios, where the cost for convincing an

individual seed user is extremely expensive. With the increase

of
Bi
bi

, in�uence spread on individual-level grows as well and the

relative gain of GLP decreases since the same budget can convince

more individual seed users. Even in case
Bi
bi

=100, the in�uence

spread of GLP is still 30% more than that on individual level.

6.2.2 E�iciency Study. We compare the e�ciency of GLP with

TPH in [8]. TPH is an individual-level heuristic algorithm which

has the lowest time complexity in [1, 2, 8], i.e., scaled as Θ(K logn+
|E |)[8]. �e major idea of TPH is computing a heuristic parameter

Hi =
∑
j ∈ad j (i ) wi jP

L
j for each node and selecting K nodes with

the largest Hi . Here PLj = 1 −
∏

ci ∈C (1 − pi ), C is the set of user

j’s all historical locations and pi is the probability of moving to the

promoted location from ci . Since users’ social behavior pa�erns

usually remain stable within a relatively long interval [16], learning

of group-level mobility models and users grouping can be pre-

conducted o�ine. �us we compare the selecting algorithm GLP

with TPH on Gowalla to demonstrate its e�ciency for supporting

real-time applications.

Figure 10 shows the running time of GLP and TPH with k =
5, 10, 25, 50, respectively. �e running time of GLP is as long as

about 1% of TPH.. For the TPH, it needs to recompute moving



probability to new promoted locations for each individual user

and thus all heuristic parameters H has to be recomputed. Since

TPH considers all historical checkins records of each user, the

recomputing process brings high time complexity. While our GLP

just needs to update moving probability for each group and the

weight of edges among groups, and the time complexity of GLP

is only a fraction of TPH. In Figure 6, the running time increases

superlinearly with K , due to the fact that the time complexity of

GLP is quadratic with K as shown in Lemma 5.6.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose GLP, a novel framework for group-level

location promotion. Existing works formalize location promotion

as a location-aware IM problem and design to select top K individual

seed users. In contrast, we aim to select K most in�uential groups

for location promotion. Our insight is that users belonging to a same

geo-community may have a few well visited locations and conduct

initial propagation at such locations can in�uence much more seed

users. We design an iterative learning approach to group them and

extract common mobility models from massive checkins data. By

aggregating movements of group members, we can deal with the

sparsity and occasionality of individual checkins data and obtain

much more reliable moving probability. Meanwhile, designing

location promotion on group-level can exponentially reduce the

computational complexity. GLP thus generalizes a new group-level

graph considering social ties and moving probability of each groups

members, and a greedy algorithm is proposed to e�ectively select

top K groups over the graph. Furthermore, we theoretically prove

that GLP can largely improve the in�uence spreading under the

same budget. Finally, the extensive experiments on real datasets

justify the high performance of GLP in location promotion.
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